
Thank you very much for choosing upTOP™ overland for your adventure gear. We know you 
are excited to get this thing on the north end of your rig but PLEASE take a few minutes to read 
through this instruction manual and familiarize yourself with the parts, our terminology and the 
hardware assortment. If at any point you are uncomfortable performing this installation on your 
own go to a professional installation center and have them perform the installation. 

Tools Required: 

5/32 Allen Wrench 
5mm Allen wrench 
6mm Allen Wrench 
13mm Open End or Ratchet Wrench 
Thread locker (Blue NOT Red) 

Contents: 
(2) blendTEK Rack Sides 
(1) Front Fairing* 
(6) Mounting Feet 
(7) Load Bars 
(1) Epic Bag of Hardware 

You will need an area at least  72” by 96” to assemble your upTOP™ rack system. Be sure the area is 
clear and the path to your truck is unobstructed as you will need to lift the rack onto the truck and sit it in 
place. Keep the area free from kids, roller skates, dogs, dog toys, garden hoses, rakes, shovels, marbels 
and any other items that might impede your ability to get the rack onto the truck in a safe and practical 
manner. The bravo™ roof rack weighs approximately 42 pounds when fully assembled (not including any 
light bar you might have installed) and is awkward to lift. upTOP™ recommends that you have an extra 
pair of capable hands to assist in getting the rack onto the truck. DO NOT DO THIS ALONE. 

Unpack the box(es) and lay the components out on the ground in the orientation provided in the diagram 
on the following page. Inspect the parts for damage incurred during shipping. If parts got banged up in 
shipping contact us immediately  so that we may make a note and get any replacement parts out to you 
right away. 

The design of your Bravo rack borrows our pressureFOOT™ technology from the Alpha line of racks and 
requires no drilling to support the front of your rack assembly when installed. The feet ship to you with 
one(1) rubber suspension damper pre-installed. A second rubber pad is included for each foot if you 
encounter alignment issues during installation or feel that the pressure foot isn’t making solid contact with 
your weather stripping at the front of your rack. Once the rack is assembled and installed you can simply 
remove the two front pressure feet and add the second rubber foot to each one and re-install them onto 
your rack. They are only there for support under load with your rack and are NOT required to support the 
weight of the rack to the vehicle. 

BRAVO 

5G 4RUNNER
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This exploded diagram shows the orientation and assembly of the 5G 4Runner Bravo components. Five(5) 
of the seven(7) load bars are adjustable. The second and sixth load bar are not adjustable. This helps to 
ensure the rack is square when it is assembled to aide foot alignment on the truck during installation. The 
remaining holes are for the optional grab handles. If you have a light option cut in your front fairing we will 
address that later in the instructions.


STEP 1 

Proceed with the bag of hardware labeled “Load Bars” and install the load bars into the rack assembly. The 
rear load bar must be installed into the slot/hole with the line indicators in the above diagram so that the 
load bar will sit behind the factory antenna and not require modification. Install all seven(7) load bars.



Step 2 

Locate the 6 supplied mounting feet. Matching the orientation in the diagram on the previous 
page install the feet to THE INSIDE of the rack using the hardware supplied in a bag labeled 
“feet to rack”. You will tighten these in the final assembly process once the installation in 
complete so for now just make sure they are snug. 

Step 3 

Locate the bag of hardware labeled “fairing”. Align the fairing with the four angled holes at the 
front of the rack and using the provided hardware install the fairing to the rack. The supplied flat 
washers are to go BETWEEN the fairing and the blendTEK™ sides to avoid wear on the 
powder coated finish of your rack. You will have four additional ones. If you have four additional 
flat washers they will not be used. BETA hardware for the Bravo 5G 4RNR copied the fairing 
mounting process for the Tacoma roof rack and testing determined they are not needed. If you 
do not have four additional your hardware kit is final ship version. The flange washers will go to 
the inside of the fairing. You want these TIGHT. The flange burrs should bite into the powder 
coated finish on the inside of the rack to ensure they don’t work loose under extreme vibration. 

STEP 4 

If your vehicle is equipped with a factory roof rack you will need to remove it before advancing to 
installation of the rack on the roof. There are countless youTUBE videos on how to remove it. 
Go to youTUBE and type  “5G 4Runner rack removal” into the search tool and watch the video. 
Go ahead. It’s okay. We will wait here…………. 

Okay. Now go remove the factory roof rack. You will not be reusing any of the factory hardware 
but it is recommended that you retain the rack and hardware for the sad, sad day that you trade 
your 4runner in for something else. 

STEP 5 

The following procedures are for installing and aligning a light bar into a cut fairing. If you 
ordered our “NO CUT” option you can proceed to step 6. 

You will want to install the light bar into the front fairing PRIOR to putting the roof rack on your 
truck. It is easy to align the light bar once it is installed but it is rather difficult to put a light bar in 
the fairing, standing on a ladder, reaching across your $700 windshield.  

The provided fairing brackets are designed to allow most light bars to fit inside the front fairing 
which helps eliminate wind noise and protects the light bar while on the trail. Fairings that are 
ordered cut are cut for the specific light bar selected at checkout.  



 

If you have a light bar cut option in your front fairing you will mount the light bar in the front 
fairing before attaching the fairing to the rack assembly. Do not spend a lot of time on 
aligning the light bar inside the front fairing. You will aim and final tighten the light bar once 
the electrical wiring is completed and the rack is installed on the truck. The following 
drawings are for the Extreme LED x6s Slim 38 light bar but the installation of other light bars 
is nearly identical. The fairings ship with all the hardware, spacers and brackets for the 
specific light bar the fairing is cut for.

The side view shows the order of hardware and spacers to affix the light bar to the bracket. 
The “X” pattern in the bracket allows for vertical and horizontal movement inside the fairing 
for perfect alignment of the light through the fairing. We suggest leaving these fasteners hand 
tight until you are finished aiming the lights and then tighten everything up. Pass the 50mm 
m8x1.25 fastener through a flat washer, then through the light bar bracket, and finally through 
the aluminum spacer (x6s ONLY) and thread the m8 fastener into the threaded holes in your 
light bar. Repeat the process on both sides and only tighten the fasteners tight enough that 
the light bar doesn’t rattle around. Once you have the left and right brackets attached to the 
light bar(s) you can move to attach to the fairing.



STEP 6 

Rack to truck preparation 

If your 4Runner has a factory roof rack you will need to remove it at this point. There are 
countless videos on youtube for removing the plastic trim to access the factory bolts but this is 
the one that we like: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qu7Plf8Leo 

With the factory rack removed you need to clean the pocket areas and make sure they are 
free of grime and debris so that your sealant has a clean surface to adhere to during the 
installation. You will also notice some small white collars protruding through the mount holes in 
all eight bolt hole locations. These are alignment sleeves for the factory roof rack and need to 
be removed prior to installing your upTOP™ rack. If left in place they would prevent your 
aluminum spacers from seating flush in the pockets and WILL CAUSE A FAULTY SEAL. 

Using a hobby style razor knife or a small pair of side dikes snip the plastic sleeves and 

THE WHITE PLASTIC COLLAR/SLEEVE NEEDS TO BE TRIMMED FLUSH WITH 
THE METAL OF THE TRUCK. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qu7Plf8Leo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qu7Plf8Leo


 

Sealant Application 

It is recommended that you were gloves (rubber/latex/butyl NOT CLOTH) for this step. Using 
the nozzle provided with the RTV dispense the sealant INTO each of the eight factory bolt 
locations. As you fill the threaded area work your way out of each hole and apply a glob of 
silicone approximately 3/4” diameter centered over each hole. This will provide a “seat” for the 
aluminum spacer and will give you the best seal of the factory hole to prevent water leaking into 
the truck. Filling the holes entirely eliminates the need for you to apply sealant to each fastener 
as you install it which would make the most epic mess you’ve ever encountered. 

After the sealant is applied you can place one aluminum spacer over each location for the 
factory bolt holes. 

Fitting the rack to the roof 

The next few steps involve getting the assembled rack up off the ground and onto the roof of 
your 4Runner. It is good practice to ensure the area around your vehicle is free from obstruction 
and that you have a clear foot path from the from of the truck and around both the driver and 
passenger side of the truck. Things like: Tricycles, dogs, your marble collection and anything 
else that could have been used to deter the Wet Bandits in Home alone have NO PLACE near 
your vehicle right now.  

TEAM LIFT 

With the sleeves removed and the pockets cleaned you are ready to apply sealant and 
spacers to the 4runner in preparation for fitting the rack onto your roof. We use an RTV 
silicone that is readily available at any auto parts store. We discourage the traditional silicone 
tubes, caulk, etc…that require a special applicator as they tend to “bleed” during use and 
can make an awful mess on your truck. The sealant that we use for the installs performed at 
our facility is the Permatex Ultra Black and this is what it looks like:




A minimum of two people are required to get the 4runner rack onto the truck. Fold the mirrors in 
on the truck to allow a little extra room during the process. Lift the rack from the sides with each 
of you standing in the center of the outside of each side. Lift the rack up over your head with 
your arms extended (like you’re at a concert) and walk the rack OVER the hood of the 4 runner 
and onto the roof of the truck. It is beneficial if you can have a third person to receive the rack 
by standing on the back bumper to help guide the rack onto the truck. All you will do at this point 
is get the rack seated onto the truck by placing the attached mounting feet over the aluminum 
spacers. Once the rack is generally positioned have your helper(s) keep the rack stationary 
while you begin to install the fasteners. 

Fasteners 

Have a few paper towels, and something that you can use to stick through the slot in each 
mount foot to align the spacer to the factory hole in your drip rails. BY HAND insert each 
fastener until all eight are started. Locate the bag of hardware labeled “RACK TO ROOF”. It is 
CRUCIAL that you install the fasteners BY HAND or with with an Allen wrench at this point. DO 
NOT use power tools for this. If you use POWER TOOLS you stand a really good chance of 
cross threading your factory attachment points and your day is going to be SO MUCH WORSE 
than it could have been. Once you have ALL EIGHT(8) fasteners started and you are sure that 
they are not cross threading you may work your way around the rack and tighten each fastener.  

Final Assembly 

Check the front pressure feet and make sure they are in solid contact with the weather stripping 
at the front of the vehicle. If they are not you can remove them and install the additional supplied 
rubber feet. The same hardware will be reused. All you are doing is adding more height to the 
front pressure feet for added resistance against the weather stripping. 

One at a time now remove the threaded nuts on each of the mounting feet and install a small 
amount of the supplied red thread locker. Reinstall the nut and fully tighten the fastener. 

General Maintenance 

Periodically check all the fasteners on the rack to ensure they are tight. Just like the rest of your 
vehicle things tend to take a beating on the trail and it is always better safe than sorry. 

Warranty 

upTOP gives the original purchaser a full lifetime warranty on all rack components. If at any time 
you need a piece of replacement hardware please feel free to reach out and we will provide 
them.


